DimasTech Systems is an Italian company specialized in the design, development and commercialization of high added value technological equipment with a particular focus to cooling and
thermal management of electronic devices.
In order to cover the needs of its customers, the Company decided to organize itself into separate departments:
DimasTech Systems: This department is responsible for the design and manufacturing of cooling
solutions for Companies, Research Institutions and Public Entities. The experience gained over
the years has led us to be competitive in the design and implementation of highly specialized
and customized solutions following the needs of each individual customer.
DimasTech Cooling: This is the department that deals with the production and marketing of all
DimasTech branded products aimed to the retail, Consumer and PC Enthusiast markets, such as
Phase Change Cooling, Bench Tables / Tech Stations, water-stations and Watercooling Cases.
DFE-ITALY and RefriDirect: These are the trademarks with which DimasTech operates two new
innovative production lines, dedicated respectively to the food industry and retail.
Thanks to its experience, gained through years of design and development of thermal solutions
for microprocessors and accessories, DimasTech Systems Snc now aims to an international market, providing customers with a flexible structure intended to solve any kind of problem concerning thermal management.
DimasTech, thanks to its strong organizational skills and excellence of production, has increased
over the years its own customers’ base through the ability to always offer new products, that are
completely Made in Italy.
DimasTech stems from the desire and relentless pursuit of making good products, constantly
updating its manufacturing facility to the most modern standards both in development and productive phases.
The highly qualified staff helps to identify and to achieve increasingly ambitious goals, always
satisfying the needs of the customer.
A commercial organization that covers a worldwide market throughout a network of dealers and
distributors allows us to be present and close to the realities and needs of different countries.
The key points of the company are:
• Professionalism
• Research and Development
• Experience and Dynamic Structure
• Total Customer Satisfaction

History
DimasTech Systems Snc was founded in 2005 by an intuition of Andrea Di Marco who, after
having graduated from high school, decided to devote himself entirely to a new hobby: Phase
Change Cooling, the goal of which is to implement the concepts of refrigeration cycle to actively
cool electronic components inside computers.
The hobby soon turns into a real company, being its focus helping its clients in finding the best
compromise between performance and cost, with the result of pushing their PCs well beyond
the standard working frequencies.
The continuing growth has led the founder to acquire new capitals and new facilities in 2008,
year in which DimasTech jumps into the international arena as a renown manufacturer of cooling
systems for electronic components and Tech Stations.
Since 2008, DimasTech Systems has embarked on a major transformation to try to incorporate
within the areas of business more advanced technological sectors, which require custom cooling
solutions in the Medical, Scientific and Research fields.
DimasTech Systems is today dedicating every available resource expanding its client portfolio,
focusing on the commercial expansion in an ever more globalized market.

